Catholic Faith Formation Ministry (Powered by the Lighthouse Apostolate)
Ministry Position Description
Purpose: To support Catholic Identity Faith Formation through Multi-media Faith information
resources supplied by Lighthouse Catholic Media, NFP.
Responsibilities:
1. Position oneself by one the two Lighthouse Kiosks (across from the elevator or near the
Norwich Street exit outside the West Infant Crying room.
2. Alert people coming in for Mass or leaving after Mass to see the Bulletin for the
Featured C~ Book, or Booklet for the Week OR the fact that the titles will be changing
and this is the last chance to get the present ones OR that there are NEW TITLES on the
Kiosk.
3. Help interested persons with questions about the resources or if possible, explain a
particular media title or your knowledge of a Speaker.
4. Explain the Donation Factor - {{The Information is more important than the Donation
asked for taking the resource, however, it helps us restock the Kiosk with new Titles."
5. Commit to.... a once a month scheduled meeting to discuss new materials for the Kiosks.
;:'

Gifts Needed for the Ministry:
1. Welcoming presence
2.

Punctuality

3. Basic knowledge of the Resources and how they will enhance a person's Faith Life.
(rhis comes from listening to or reading available resources.)
Amount of Time Required:
1. Attendance at a selected weekend Mass
2. Approximately an hour once a month to attend a meeting in preparation for ordering
new resource titles.
When Ministry is Performed:
From 10 - 15 minutes prior to the start of the selected weekend Mass to 10 -15 minutes after
its conclusion. A little extra time, if engaging a person in relative conversation.
Length of Commitment:
One year, renewable as desired.
Training Provided at Monthly Meeting as Needed.
Responsible to:
Lillian Ciske, Coordinator and Head Volunteer

